Cross section of the reaction 18O(p,)19F at astrophysical energies: The 90 keV resonance and the direct capture component Citation for published version:
The observation of oxygen isotopes in evolved giant stars provides unique information on various mixing processes operating in stellar interiors, among them those induced by convection, rotation and magnetic fields [1] [2] [3] [4] [5] [6] . Oxygen isotopic ratios can be used to determine the efficiency of these mixing processes. For instance, in the innermost portion of the H-rich envelope of a star climbing the red giant branch (RGB) or the asymptotic giant branch (AGB), where the temperature exceeds ∼ 20 MK, 18 O is efficiently destroyed by proton captures (see figure 5 in [7] ). If some instability inducing a mixing process extends down to this region, an increase of the 16 O/ 18 O ratio should be observed at the stellar surface (see figures 6 and 7 in [7] ). The observed ratio is particularly sensitive to the maximum temperature attained by the instability responsible for the mixing. However, the effective application of this chemical probe requires a precise evaluation of the low-energy rates of the two 18 O proton-capture channels, i.e., the reactions 18 O(p, α) 15 N and 18 O(p, γ) 19 F.
These two reactions are also important in the longstanding debate about the origin of galactic fluorine (see,e.g. [8] ). Fluorine enhancements are commonly observed in thermally pulsing AGB stars [9, 10] , but the corresponding nucleosynthesis scenario is still largely uncertain (see, e.g. [11, 12] ). The main production channel should be 15 N(α, γ) 19 F, operating in the He-burning region of an AGB star. In this case the main issue is the amount of 15 N available for the fluorine production. According to an early suggestion by [13] , 15 N is produced by the 18 O(p, α) 15 N reaction 3 . An alternative path could be the direct production of fluorine in the H-burning zone through the 18 O(p, γ) 19 F reaction. Current nucleosynthesis models find that this fluorine source is prevented by the competing 18 O(p, α) 15 N reaction and that fluorine is instead depleted in the Hburning zone, mainly through the 19 F(p, α) 16 O reaction. Since the reaction 18 O(p, α) 15 N dominates over the entire energy range of astrophysical interest (the (p,α) (p,γ) rate ratio ranges from ∼ 100 to 10000, depending on the temperature) only a strong increase of the (p, γ) channel cross section could change this occurrence.
Motivated by this astrophysical context, we started a deep underground study of the two 18 O proton-capture channels. The results of our recent measurement of 18 O(p, α) 15 N is discussed in a separate paper [14] . Here we present our study of the 18 O(p, γ) 19 [15] , resulting in both a much lower DC cross section than measured by Wiescher et al. [16] and in an upper limit of the resonance strength of ωγ < 7.8 neV, too low to contribute significantly to the cross section. Shortly thereafter Fortune [17] calculated a resonant cross section based on known nuclear properties of the state. Using literature values of the competing (p, α) channel strength and calculated proton widths, this publication arrived at a much higher recommended value for the resonance strength of ωγ = (0.7 ± 0.28)µeV. In this case, the 90 keV resonance would provide a significant contribution to the total reaction rate for temperatures between 30 and 80 MK. The resulting rate could be up to a factor 100 higher than that currently adopted in stellar and nucleosynthesis models. Major effects are expected in the case of massive AGB stars undergoing Hot Bottom Burning (HBB) at temperature of about 40-50 MK. In this way, a solution for some puzzling astrophysical cases may be obtained. For instance, many SC stars 5 are fluorine rich, and some of them, such as WZ Cas, show the typical features of a moderate HBB, i.e., substantial Li enhancement together with a rather low C isotopic ratio ( 12 C/ 13 C∼ 4 − 5; see [10] ). However, the F enrichment appears incompatible with HBB, unless the branching ratio 15 N> is substantially larger than usually adopted, as it would be in the case of a strength of the 90 keV resonance close to the value reported by Fortune.
In order to resolve this ambiguity the 18 O(p, γ) 19 F low energy cross section, covering the energy region of the 143 keV resonance and below, has been directly measured at the Laboratory for Underground Nuclear Astrophysics (LUNA) [19] at the Gran Sasso National Laboratory in Italy. The measurements discussed here were performed with a large segmented bismuth germanate (BGO) detector surrounding the target in an almost 4π geometry (as detailed in [20] ). The detector was surrounded on all sides by at least 10 cm of lead, reducing the low-energy background component by about an order of magnitude. The six BGO detector segments were read out and time-tagged individually and coincident sum spectra were constructed offline. This has the effect of summing up gamma-rays that are emitted in a cascade deexcitation of the resonant state to a single signal at the energy Q value (7993.6 keV [21] ) plus the c.m. energy (here between 80 and 150 keV) of the reaacting particles. A major advantage of this technique is the shifting of the signal out of the low-energy part of the gamma-ray spectrum that is dominated by natural radioactivity in the laboratory environment into the higher energy region where the prevalent background stems from cosmic-ray interactions with the detector. At LUNA this high-energy background component is reduced by over three orders of magnitude with respect to Earth's surface. The BGO campaign was part of a wider-ranging investigation of the 18 O(p, γ) 19 F reaction, where the higher-energy resonances and direct capture cross section (up to 400 keV) were also measured with a high purity germanium (HPGe) setup that could be inserted in the same lead shield as the one used for the BGO. The HPGe measurements, including a much more detailed determination of the decay branchings of several resonances, will be presented in a forthcoming publication.
The measurements presented in this letter were performed at the solid target station of the LUNA facility, using anodized Ta 2 O 5 targets that were produced with water enriched to 99% 18 O. Anodization of tantalum is a standard method that is known to produce homogeneous targets that can withstand high proton beam currents for extended periods [22, 23] . Targets with thicknesses (in terms of proton energy loss at 100 keV) of approx. 6 keV and 14 keV, respectively, were employed over the experimental campaign. The thinner targets were used for off-resonance measurements and the thicker ones around the region of the 90 keV resonance. Proton beams of up to 200 µA were delivered onto the water-cooled target and changes in target thickness were regularly monitored by repeated measurements of the yield profile of the 143 keV resonance. Targets were exchanged with fresh ones before reaching a decrease by 10% in maximum yield and thickness. A liquid nitrogen cooled copper pipe extended to the face of the target to reduce carbon deposition on the target. A suppression voltage of -300 V was applied to the copper pipe in order to reflect back sputtered electrons from the target during beam bombardment, eliminating a possible systematic overestimation of the beam current.
The efficiency of the BGO detector, when used in summing mode, is not a simple function of the photon energy. Instead, all possible decay paths from the resonant state to the ground state have to be taken into account with the respective energies and branching ratios of the gamma rays involved. For the setup used here this has been done with a Geant4 [24] simulation that includes all known deexcitation paths of the resonant decay. This simulation has been employed successfully for past measurements at LUNA [20, 25] and was revalidated during the current campaign using calibrated sources and well-known resonances in 27 Al(p,γ) 28 Si and 14 N(p,γ) 15 O. In general, an agreement with the calibration data within a few % was found, but it should be stressed that the efficiency and its uncertainty depends on the knowledge of the branchings of the reaction under study. This will be discussed for the specific case of the present measurement below.
The excitation function of the 18 O(p, γ) 19 F cross section was measured in steps smaller than the target thicknesses between 85 and 150 keV. Total deposited charges ranged from a few millicoulomb at the highest energies to ∼ 40 C at 85 keV. Beam-induced background was checked using an inert target produced with natural H 2 O. The count rate in the region of interest around 8 MeV was found to be consistent with the natural background (4 × 10 −5 s −1 or 4 counts per day). A summed spectrum of all runs taken inside the 90 keV resonance region (the sum of the runs done in the energy range between 90 and 96 keV) is displayed in fig. 1 , showing clear signals at the sum energy for both the resonant energy and below 6 .
The data in the full energy range studied here are comprised of three components: the contributions of the 143 and 90 keV resonances and the direct capture component. The contribution from tails of higher-energy resonances (the closest significantly strong one being at 316 keV) was calculated to be negligible. In order to disentangle the three components from each other the data were fit using an incoherent sum of two Breit-Wigner resonant shapes and a constant "S factor" modeling the direct capture (DC) cross section. The S factor is related to the cross section σ through σ(E) = 1 E S(E)e −2πη , with the Sommerfeld parameter η = µ 2E Z 0 Z 1 e 2 . The Z 0,1 e are the charges of the reaction partners and µ is the reduced mass.
The strong resonance with E r = 143 keV can be described using the standard single-level Breit-Wigner formula
(1) J, j 0 and j 1 are the spins of the resonant compound state and of the two reaction partners, respectively. The statistical factor involving the different spins is commonly abbreviated as ω = 2J+1 (2j0+1)(2j1+1) . λ is the de Broglie wavelength and Γ p,γ are the channel widths (in this case proton and γ) and Γ is the total width of the resonance. The 143 keV resonance is also observed in the (p, α) channel with an α width of 123 eV [26] that completely dominates the total width of the state. It is important to note that the widths are energy dependent and are functions of the Coulomb penetration factors for charged particles and of the multipolarity in the case of photons.
Finally, due to its relative weakness, the 90 keV resonance has been modeled using a simplified Breit-Wigner description with constant widths and introducing the resonance strength ωγ = ω ΓpΓγ Γ . In this case the cross section becomes The relationship between cross section and measured yield Y is
Exp. Fit
where is the effective stopping power of the target material 7 and the integration range is determined by the target thickness in terms of the energy loss of the projectile while traversing the target; η is the detection efficiency of the setup. Also here only c.m. values are used in the calculation. When extracting the cross sections of the above mentioned three components one has to assume that each of the two resonant states and the DC part have different γray branchings, and as the detection efficiency of the BGO is a function of the branchings each component contributes to the yield weighted with its efficiency η i .
(4) Only the branchings of the 143 keV resonance are well known and could be directly used for the efficiency simulation. There is no branching information in the literature on the 90 keV resonance, and only higher-energy direct capture branchings are available [16] . For the low energy resonance we adopted the methodology of Buckner et al.:
we calculated efficiencies for the detection of the cascade decay of all states in 19 F with known branching ratios, restricting the selection to states with E x > 5500 keV and J < 9 2 . The resulting efficiency distribution was then used for the analysis. The efficiency at E x = 8083 keV, corresponding to the 90 keV resonance was determined by a linear fit through the data. The maximum deviation between simulation points and the fit (evaluated at the resonance state energy) was adopted as the uncertainty of this efficiency determination, resulting in an efficiency of (59 ± 7)%. The efficiency for the DC component was calculated to be (49 ± 5)% using the Wiescher et al. branchings and assuming a conservative uncertainty of 10%.
To calculate the cross sections from the experimental data a least-squares fit was performed in which parameters influencing the different cross section components were allowed to vary freely and the numerically integrated yield was compared to the experimental one. The varied parameters were the ωγ of the low-energy resonance, a scaling factor in the case of the 143 keV resonance and a constant S factor to describe the DC component. The latter choice can be justified by the rather low range in energy between the lowest and highest data point and the fact that the S factor determined over a much larger energy range in the work of Wiescher et al. [16] is not strongly energy dependent. The resonance energy of the low-energy state was set to 90.6 keV and its total width to 121 ± 12 eV [14] . Results of the fit are shown in fig. 2 . The reduced chi-square is 1.22.
7 SRIM-2013 [27] was used to calculate the stopping power of the Ta The stopping power has been scaled by the factor mtarget/(mtarget+m beam ).
The uncertainties in the minimization results were calculated as follows. The low energy resonance width was fixed to random values sampled from a Gaussian distribution with the mean value and FWHM given above and for each value a large number of fits were performed, where the experimental yield data were allowed to vary according to their individual statistical uncertainties, again sampled from a Gaussian distribution. This sampling was repeated many times. The best value for each cross section component was determined as the mean value of the resulting distribution while the corresponding uncertainty was adopted from the average distance between mean value and the 16th and 84th quantiles of this distribution. The results and a comparison with the literature are shown in table 1. The following factors were included in the systematic uncertainty: charge integration 3% and 5% from the literature stopping power. 3% were assigned to take into account stoichiometry changes due to target degradation, and 5% to the thickness determination of the used targets. The latter two were included in the individual data points and underwent the Monte Carlo procedure described above. The efficiency for the detection of the DC component was assigned a systematic uncertainty of 10%; due to the much better known branchings of the 143 keV resonance we assigned 5% of uncertainty to its detection efficiency. The strength of the 143 keV resonance is in very good agreement with the literature; the best-fit value of the resonance energy is 143.3 (± 0.3) keV. Our direct measurement of the strength of the 90 keV resonance is in agreement with the Buckner et al. upper limit, which, being much lower than the Fortune calculation [17] , leads to a negligible astrophysical importance. The DC S factor was determined directly for the first time at very low energy. We find its value to be 23.0 keV b (corresponding to a DC cross section at 99.4 keV of 5.2 µb), somewhat higher than the Wiescher et al. extrapolation and much higher than the three sigma upper limit given by Buckner et al. It is not entirely clear if or how in the latter work the tail of the 143 keV resonance was considered in the determination of the upper limit, but it does not appear a likely candidate to resolve the difference. The experimental cross sections presented here were corrected for electron screening effects [25, 29] 8 . 8 A screening potential of 0.66 keV was used for the calculation. The top part of fig. 3 shows the low-temperature reaction rate using the experimental results of the present work relative to the literature rate from [30] 9 . Our rate, while overall being a bit lower, still agrees very well with the literature. The rate in the higher-temperature range is dominated by the 140 keV resonance. It is lower than the literature due to both the reduced strength and the slightly higher energy than the one used in [30] . The contribution of the individual components to the total rate is shown in the bottom part of fig. 3 . The main result is that the 90 keV resonance only contributes at most a few percent to the reaction rate and does not play an important astrophysical role.
In summary we were able to perform a direct measurement of the very low energy cross section of the reaction 18 O(p, γ) 19 F. We can exclude a very strong 90 keV resonance, in agreement with [15] , ruling out the possibility that it plays a role in the 19 F production in AGB stars. and through the determination of the S factor to below 90 keV, where it is the dominant contributor to the total cross section, we are able to confirm the present picture of the astrophysical role of 18 O(p, γ) 19 F, improving the uncertainty at the lowest energies. The low energy resonance and the strength of the DC component are now known with precisions of approx. 20% and 15%, respectively. We have confirmed that the stellar reaction rate for the conditions present in low mass AGB stars is dominated by the DC component and the 143 keV resonance, as the low-energy resonance is too weak to play a role. Thanks to our new results it will be possible to perform more firm nucleosynthesis calculations regarding the origin of oxygen polluters in the universe and mixing processes in RGB and AGB Resulting corrections range between ∼ 10% and 4%, depending on the energy 9 This reference was chosen because it appears that the 22 keV resonance was not included to produce the rate table in [15] , leading to a much lower rate at the lowest temperatures. stars.
